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1. Introduction

With ever-growing demands for light 
sensing and imaging in industry and con-
sumer electronics, organic photodiodes 
(OPDs) attract extensive attention for 
emerging applications such as wearable 
monitoring,[1,2] biomedical imaging,[3–5] 
surveillance systems, and machine 
vision.[6] Organic semiconductors present 
high tunability in optoelectronic proper-
ties[7] and provide a promising pathway to 
achieve flexible and lightweight devices.[8] 
Significant progress in developing donor-
acceptor (D−A) bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) 
OPDs has led to near 100% external 
quantum efficiency (EQE),[9] and > 100% 
EQE has been reported for photomulti-
plication type OPDs.[10–14] Despite these 
high EQE values the specific detectivity 

(D*) of OPDs is still rather low and typically limited by the high 
noise current spectral density (in) that primarily stems from the 
reverse bias dark current density (Jd). Understanding the fac-
tors that determine Jd is an important prerequisite to further 
reduce Jd and thereby improve D*.

Optimization of the device architecture has been proven 
to successfully suppress the overall reverse dark current in 
OPDs, e.g., by increasing active layer thickness,[15–17] adding 
charge blocking layers,[18–23] and improving energetic align-
ment of transport layers.[24,25] These measures mainly reduce 
leakage current from shunt paths or block injection cur-
rent from non-ohmic contacts, but still cannot fully explain 
the relatively high Jd of OPDs compared to inorganic photo-
diodes with similar bandgaps. A more intrinsic mechanism 
of dark current generation is related to the presence of trap 
states in organic semiconductors. Shekhar et  al. investigated 
the dark current for planar heterojunction OPDs by temper-
ature-dependent Jd measurements and found that activation 
energies are too low to be related with effective bandgaps. 
According to the sub-gap EQE spectra, they considered deep 
tail states as one of the main sources of the Jd.[26] Kublitski 
et  al.[27] and Zarrabi et  al.[28] analyzed trap states in BHJ 
devices using thermal admittance and ultra-sensitive EQE 
measurements, respectively. Following a modified Shockley-
Read-Hall (SRH) mechanism they concluded that mid-gap 
trap states in BHJs are responsible for the high reverse dark 
currents.[27,28]

Organic bulk heterojunction photodiodes (OPDs) attract attention for sensing 
and imaging. Their detectivity is typically limited by a substantial reverse 
bias dark current density (Jd). Recently, using thermal admittance or spectral 
photocurrent measurements, Jd has been attributed to thermal charge genera-
tion mediated by mid-gap states. Here, the temperature dependence of Jd 
in state-of-the-art OPDs is reported with Jd down to 10−9 mA cm−2 at −0.5 V 
bias. For a variety of donor-acceptor bulk-heterojunction blends it is found 
that the thermal activation energy of Jd is lower than the effective bandgap of 
the blends, by ca. 0.3 to 0.5 eV, but higher than expected for mid-gap states. 
Ultra-sensitive sub-bandgap photocurrent spectroscopy reveals that the 
minimum photon energy for optical charge generation in OPDs correlates 
with the dark current thermal activation energy. The dark current in OPDs is 
attributed to thermal charge generation at the donor-acceptor interface medi-
ated by intra-gap states near the band edges.
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Where previous reports were based on BHJ devices with rel-
atively high Jd, we present and investigate the temperature and 
bias dependence of Jd in state-of-the-art BHJ diodes with Jd as 
low as 10−9 mA cm−2 at −0.5 V bias, which enable to investigate 
the intrinsic origin of Jd. We find that Jd is thermally activated 
with an activation energy (Ea) that is much larger than expected 
for mid-gap states. Instead, we find a clear correlation of Ea 
with the low-energy onset of the photocurrent spectra (Eonset) 
and with the open-circuit voltage energy (qVOC) of the devices 
under standard solar illumination. From the close correspond-
ence of Ea, Eonset, and qVOC we conclude that Jd in BHJ OPDs 
originates from thermal charge generation at the D−A interface 
involving sub-bandgap states close to the band edges of the 
donor and acceptor.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Thermally Activated Dark Current in BHJ Photodiodes

BHJ diodes were fabricated using six D–A combinations with 
effective bandgaps, ranging from 0.95 to 1.30 eV. The chemical 
structures and full names of the different donor polymers and 
acceptor molecules are provided in Figure S1 and Table S1 (Sup-
porting Information). The energies of the highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO) of the donors were determined by 
ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) (Figure  S2, Sup-
porting Information). The energies of the lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital (LUMO), determined by inverse photoemis-
sion spectroscopy (IPES), were taken from the literature[29,30] 
(Figure S3, Supporting Information). Table 1 lists the resulting 
values for the effective bandgap ( g

effE ), taken as the energy dif-
ference between the LUMO of the acceptor and the HOMO of 
the donor. Figure  1a,b shows schematic cross sections of the 
complete photodiode stacks used in the dark current study. 
Unless denoted otherwise, the so-called standard configura-
tion is used in which the photoactive BHJ layer is sandwiched 
between Mo/MoO3 and LiF/Al (or N,N'-bis(N,N-dimethyl-
propan-1-amine oxide)perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide 
(PDINO)/Ag) top electrodes (Figure  1a). In the inverted stack 
(Figure  1b), indium tin oxide (ITO) covered with amorphous 
indium-gallium-zinc oxide (IGZO) was used as an electron-col-
lecting electrode together with a thermally evaporated MoO3/
Ag hole-collecting top electrode. In both device configurations 
the metal (Al or Ag) top electrodes are thick, thus effectively 

shielding the photoactive layer from any spurious amounts 
of low-intensity ambient light. In both the standard and the 
inverted diode, an edge cover layer (ECL) consisting of an 
epoxy-based negative photoresist (SU-8) was used to cover the 
edges of the bottom electrode to minimize leakage currents.[8,31] 
The active area of the OPDs, as defined by the ECL, was 1 mm2 
and the BHJ thickness was kept constant at ca. 280 nm for all 
diodes by adjusting spin speed and/or the D–A concentration 
of the casting solvent. Further experimental details on mate-
rials and device fabrication are provided in the Supporting  
Information.

The current density − voltage (J−V) characteristics at room 
temperature (295 K) of the six BHJ diodes are shown in 
Figure 1c. The solid lines represent current densities measured 
in forward and backward voltage scans, and the symbols rep-
resent Jd values measured at constant applied voltages. Small 
differences between forward and backward voltage scans occur 
for BHJ diodes with very low current densities. These are attrib-
uted to capacitive charging effects. Such displacement currents 
are manifest themselves by non-zero Jd at 0  V. The constant-
voltage method eliminates transient effects due to displacement 
and charging, and is therefore considered the more accurate 
method to measure low current levels.[31,32] When mentioning 
Jd values we will always refer to measurements done at con-
stant bias (shown as symbols) for the reasons given above. 
All diodes show a nearly ideal diode behavior under forward 
bias. The dark current density at −0.5  V ranges from 10−5 to 
10−9 mA cm−2, decreasing with increasing g

effE , as reported pre-
viously.[31,33] As expected for diodes with such low Jd values, 
their in  values are also very low, ranging from 3  ×  10−14 to 
7  ×  10−15  A Hz−1/2 for a bias voltage of −0.5  V and frequency 
of 1  Hz (Figure  S4, Supporting Information). To our knowl-
edge, for any given D–A combination, these diodes have Jd and 
in values on par or better than the corresponding D–A devices 
in the literature.[23,24,28,34–36] We attribute this to careful device 
optimization together with the use of an ECL and a relatively 
thick BHJ layer of 280 ± 10 nm. The ultralow Jd in these diodes 
provides a thus far unparalleled opportunity to investigate its 
intrinsic origin and explore possible mechanisms to further 
reduce the Jd in OPDs.

Figure 1d shows the J−V characteristics of the PDPP3T:PCBM 
BHJ diode measured at different temperatures. Similar results 
are shown for the five other BHJ diodes in Figure  S5 (Sup-
porting Information). Notably, the relative increase in dark cur-
rent with increasing temperature is higher in reverse bias than 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2209598

Table 1. Effective bandgap E( )g
eff , activation energy (Ea), open-circuit voltage energy (qVOC), and Eonset for six D–A combinations. Ea is averaged over 

activation energies at different biases from –0.1 to –0.5 V and standard deviation is given. VOC is measured under simulated solar illumination with 
an experimental error of ±0.01 V.

BHJ Eg
eff  [eV] Ea [eV] E E−g

eff
a [eV] qVOC [eV] Eonset [eV]

PCDTBT:PCBM 1.30 0.86 ± 0.05 0.44 ± 0.05 0.81 ± 0.01 0.89

PTB7-Th:PCBM 1.20 0.76 ± 0.03 0.45 ± 0.03 0.80 ± 0.01 0.79

PM7:Y6 1.25 0.75 ± 0.03 0.32 ± 0.02 0.77 ± 0.01 0.76

PDPP3T:PCBM 1.05 0.73 ± 0.01 0.50 ± 0.02 0.68 ± 0.01 0.71

PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F 1.15 0.65 ± 0.02 0.41 ± 0.01 0.68 ± 0.01 0.66

PTB7-Th:Y6 0.95 0.54 ± 0.01 0.50 ± 0.03 0.55 ± 0.01 0.59
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in forward bias. In forward bias, the current is space-charge 
limited and the increase with temperature can be explained by 
a temperature-dependent mobility of injected charge carriers.[37] 
In reverse bias, the current originates from thermal charge gen-
eration and is determined by intra-gap states and the HOMO 
and LUMO energy levels. Figure  1e shows Arrhenius plots of 
Jd at −0.1 V for all diodes. In each case, the data can be accu-
rately fitted to Jd  ∝ exp(−Ea/kT), with T the absolute tempera-
ture, k the Boltzmann constant, and a single exponent Ea. This 
indicates that the temperature dependence corresponds to a 
single thermal activation process (within the temperature range 
studied). The activation energy Ea (measured at −0.1  V bias) 
varies for the different D–A combinations from 0.56 to 0.92 eV 
(Figure  1e). As can be seen in Figure  1c,d (and Figure  S5, 
Supporting Information), Jd shows a clear voltage depend-
ence in the reverse-bias region. Ea also varies with the applied 
bias (Figure  S6, Supporting Information). As an example, Ea 
decreases from 0.75 eV (at −0.1 V) to 0.58 eV (at −2.0 V) for the 
PDPP3T:PCBM blend. The largest reduction in Ea occurs, how-
ever, at high reverse bias, below −0.5 V. In contrast, Ea remains 
almost constant around 0.73 ± 0.01 eV between −0.1 and −0.5 V. 
This is an argument to rule out injection current as the main 
source of dark current between −0.1 and −0.5 V in these OPDs. 
This is typical for all BHJs. Using so-called Poole-Frenkel plots 
(see Figure S7 and Note S1, Supporting Information), we verify 

that in each case the Jd is close to voltage independent in the 
range from −0.1 to −0.5 V, and Table 1 lists the average Ea values 
measured in this voltage range.

We note that non-optimized devices, e.g., without ECL or 
thinner active layers, often showed Jd behavior that was non-
Arrhenius like and less thermally activated than in optimized 
OPDs. We therefore, believe that a high activation energy of Jd, 
as found, is a sign of device quality.

For each D–A blend the activation energy Ea is distinctively 
smaller than its effective bandgap g

effE  but significantly larger 
than /2g

effE , suggesting that Jd is unlikely related to mid-gap 
states. For example, the PCDTBT:PCBM blend has an effec-
tive bandgap of 1.30  eV and an activation energy of 0.86  eV 
(Table 1). The difference between Ea and g

effE  for the six investi-
gated BHJs ranges from ca. 0.3 to 0.5 eV (Table 1). The reason 
for this energy difference will be discussed later in more detail.

Three BHJs (PCDTBT:PCBM, PDPP3T:PCBM, and PTB7-
Th:IEICO-4F) were also fabricated in the inverted device con-
figuration (Figure  1b). The temperature dependence of Jd in 
the standard and inverted configurations are compared in 
Figure  1f. For the same BHJ layer, the differences between Jd 
values are less than a factor of 2 and the absolute differences 
between their Eas are within 0.03  eV. The negligible variation 
between the two stack configurations suggests that the thermal 
activation process of dark current in BHJ diodes is not affected 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2209598

Figure 1. a,b) Schematic layout showing the device stack configurations: standard stack a) and inverted stack b). c) J−V characteristics of BHJ diodes 
for six D–A combinations in the standard stack configuration measured at room temperature. Lines represent forward and backward voltage scans. 
Symbols represent current density values obtained under constant voltage conditions and error bars on symbols are the standard deviation. d) J−V 
characteristics of PDPP3T:PCBM diodes in the standard stack configuration measured at different temperatures. The bold line denotes the J−V curve 
at room temperature. Symbols represent current density values obtained under constant voltage conditions at room temperature. e) Arrhenius plot of 
the temperature dependence of dark current density for six D–A BHJ diodes in the standard stack configuration. A voltage of −0.1 V was applied and 
error bars on symbols are the standard deviation. Lines are fits to the Arrhenius equation and the corresponding activation energies are shown next to 
the fits. f) Arrhenius plot of the temperature dependence of dark current density for three D–A BHJ diodes in standard (solid triangles) and inverted 
(empty diamonds) stack configurations. A voltage of −0.5 V was applied and error bars on symbols are the standard deviation.
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by charge transport layers or contacts, and that the activation 
energy of Jd is solely determined by the BHJ.

2.2. Bulk Thermal Generation at the D–A Interface as the Origin 
of Dark Current

It is often argued that the reverse bias dark current originates 
from the injection current from contacts; thus, inserting charge 
blocking layers (CBL) between the contacts and active layer can 
increase the injection barrier and lower Jd.[18–23] Specifically, the 
deeper HOMO level of a hole blocking layer (HBL) increases 
the barrier for hole injection under reverse bias and, corre-
spondingly, a shallower LUMO level of an electron blocking 
layer (EBL) increases the injection barrier for electrons. In an 
attempt to increase Ea and further reduce Jd, a C60 HBL (50 nm) 
was chosen and inserted between the active layer and LiF/Al 
cathode for three BHJs: PCDTBT:PCBM, PDPP3T:PCBM, and 
PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F. In Figure  2a, the Arrhenius plots of the 
temperature-dependent Jd recorded at −0.5  V show that the 
activation energies only change slightly for diodes with an addi-
tional C60 HBL. The absolute differences between the Eas are 
within 0.03 eV and the differences between the Jds are less than 
a factor of 3, and within the device-to-device variation as shown 
in Figure S8 (Supporting Information). Considering the much 
deeper HOMO level of C60 (6.4 eV) compared to the HOMO of 
the three polymers (5.15, 4.90, and 5.05 eV), this indicates that 

a HBL with deeper HOMO level does not change the thermal 
activation of Jd making it unlikely that hole injection from 
cathode to HOMO of acceptor dominates the reverse Jd.

Polymer-only and bi-layer (polymer/C60) diodes were made 
and compared with the BHJ diodes. The temperature depend-
ence of Jd of PDPP3T-based diodes is shown in Figure  2b. 
The full current density − voltage characteristics are shown 
in Figure  S9 (Supporting Information). At room tempera-
ture (1/kT  ≈ 39  eV−1) an extremely low Jd (<10−9  mA  cm−2 at 
−0.5  V bias) was achieved in the PDPP3T-only diode. This 
makes sense, given the relatively large Eg of PDPP3T (1.33 eV). 
After adding a C60 layer to form a bi-layer diode, the device 
shows a much higher Jd (more than one order of magnitude) 
than the PDPP3T-only device, and Ea reduces from 1.07  eV to 
0.70  eV. This change in Ea is very close to the LUMO energy 
difference (0.38  eV) between PDPP3T (−3.60  eV) and C60 
(−3.98 eV).[30] It strongly suggests that the lower activation bar-
rier in the bi-layer device is caused by the deeper LUMO level 
of C60 and the charge carriers form at the D−A interface in the  
dark.

It is interesting to compare the PDPP3T/C60 bi-layer diode 
with the PDPP3T:PCBM BHJ diode. With Ea  = 0.73  eV, the 
PDPP3T:PCBM BHJ has a similar thermal activation energy 
as the PDPP3T/C60 bilayer (0.70  eV). This may be expected 
because the LUMO energy of C60 of −3.98  eV is very close to 
that of PCBM (−3.85 eV).[30] Interestingly, the Jd of the bilayer 
diode is a factor of 10 lower than that of the BHJ (Figure 2b), 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2209598

Figure 2. Bulk thermal generation at the D–A interface as the origin of dark current. Temperature dependence of Jd measured at −0.5 V for diodes 
with different active layers in standard stack configuration. Dotted lines denote Arrhenius-type fits and activation energies are shown next to fits. The 
error bars on symbols are the standard deviation of Jd. a) BHJs (PCDTBT:PCBM, PDPP3T:PCBM, and PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F) without and with C60 hole 
blocking layer. b) PDPP3T-only, PDPP3T/C60 bilayer and PDPP3T:PCBM BHJ. c) PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F BHJs with various D–A weight ratios (6:1, 2:1, 2:3, 
1:4). d) Schematic diagram illustrating dark thermal charge generation current (yellow arrow) in the bulk and charge injection current from contacts 
(gray dashed arrow).
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which we ascribe to the much smaller D−A interface area in the 
planar bilayer device compared to the BHJ.

An analogous trend is also observed between the PTB7-Th-
only and PTB7-Th/C60 diodes in Figure S10 (Supporting Infor-
mation). Due to the even larger Eg of PTB7-Th (1.65  eV), the 
PTB7-Th-only diode shows an extremely low Jd, reaching to the 
noise floor of the measurement setup (10−9  mA  cm−2) for the 
entire temperature region studied. After adding a C60 layer and 
forming the bi-layer diode, the Jd increases but is still close to 
the noise floor, and it is difficult to extract a clear Ea. However, 
the increase in Jd in PTB7-Th/C60 versus PTB7-Th-only diodes 
is visible, and consistent with that of PDPP3T series. Figure 2c 
shows the temperature dependence of Jd for PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F 
BHJs for different D−A ratios. The corresponding J−V curves at 
room temperature are shown in Figure S11 (Supporting Infor-
mation). Going from a donor-rich blend to an acceptor-rich 
blend (i.e., decreasing the D:A weight ratio from 6:1, via 2:1 and 
2:3, to 1:4), Jd first increases and then decreases. The highest 
Jd is found for a D–A weight ratio of 2:3, i.e., when the D–A 
interface area is expected to be largest. Collectively these results 
strongly suggests that at reverse bias dark thermal charge 
generation at the D−A interface is the primary cause of Jd as 
depicted in Figure 2d, rather than the injection of charges from 
the charge transport layers.

2.3. Relation Between the Open-Circuit Voltage and Activation 
Energy

Figure  3a compares Ea with g
effE  and with the open-circuit 

voltage energy (qVOC) of the corresponding BHJ solar cells 
measured under simulated AM1.5G illumination. There is an 
initially surprising correspondence between Ea and qVOC for 
the six BHJs (Figure 3b). The energy difference between qVOC 
and Ea is < ± 0.05 eV in all cases and the solid line represents 
qVOC = Ea, i.e., a correlation with a slope of unity. The VOC of 
a BHJ solar cell is directly related to the energy (ECT) of the 
charge-transfer (CT) state at the D−A interface.[38] In turn, ECT 
is strongly correlated to g

effE , as well as to being affected by the 
spatial separation of hole and electron in the CT state and the 
degree of polarization stabilization.[39] In BHJ solar cells, qVOC 

is typically 0.5 to 0.6 eV below ECT as a consequence of radia-
tive and non-radiative recombination of holes and electrons 
generated under illumination.[40,41] The correlation between Ea 
and qVOC can be understood by considering that qVOC equals 
the splitting between the quasi-Fermi levels of the hole and 
electron distributions under illumination. Because of exten-
sive non-radiative charge recombination in organic BHJs, these 
quasi-Fermi levels are located in the outer tails of the band 
edges. These outer tails of the band edges are also available for 
thermal charge generation and this can rationalize the empir-
ical relationship between Ea and qVOC (Figure 3b).[31,33] We note 
that in the current understanding of the origin of the VOC of 
BHJ solar cells, mid-gap states are not involved.

2.4. Low-Energy Transitions in Sub-Bandgap EQE Spectra

Similar to Zarrabi et  al.,[28] we employ ultra-sensitive photo-
current measurements to characterize the intra-gap states 
in more detail. Figure  4a shows the EQE spectra of semi-
transparent devices for the six D−A combinations fabri-
cated on ITO-covered glass substrates and employing an ITO 
back electrode (ITO/ZnO/BHJ/MoO3/ITO), where ZnO and 
MoO3 layers were used as electron and hole transport layers, 
respectively. The semi-transparent stack configuration mini-
mizes the effects of light interference on the intensity of the 
sub-bandgap spectra that hampers extraction of reliable ener-
getic information from peak positions.[28,42,43] A distinct low-
energy band is seen below the exponential band edge of the 
BHJ for each D-A combination. These low-energy transitions 
in the EQE spectra demonstrate that photons with an energy 
less than the optical bandgap can produce a photocurrent and 
provide extractable charges. Because the photon energy is less 
than the bandgap this must involve intra-gap states. The low-
energy onsets (Eonset) in these spectra represent the lowest-
energy photo-excitations that generate photocurrent in the BHJ. 
While interference affects the optical electric field and thereby 
the shape of the EQE spectrum,[42] Eonset is mainly determined 
by material properties as found by comparing the BHJ photo-
current spectra in semi-transparent and non-transparent (ITO/
PEDOT:PSS/BHJ/MoO3/Ag) device configurations (Figure S13, 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2209598

Figure 3. a) Comparison between effective bandgap of BHJ (Eg
eff ), average activation energy (Ea), and open-circuit voltage energy (qVOC). All values are 

from Table 1. VOC is measured under simulated solar illumination with an experimental error of ±0.01 V and a device stack configuration of ITO/ZnO/
BHJ/MoO3/ITO is used. The J−V curves are shown in Figure S12 (Supporting Information). b) Open-circuit voltage plotted versus activation energy 
with the same error bars as in a). The gray line represents the relation of qVOC = Ea.
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Supporting Information). Figure  4a further shows that for 
the six BHJs the order by which Eonset (somewhat arbitrarily 
defined at EQE = 2 × 10−8) increases, correlates with the order 
of increasing Ea in Table 1. More specifically, Eonset is between 
0.59 (for PTB7-Th:Y6) and 0.89  eV (for PCDTBT:PCBM) and 
thus in the same range as Ea (0.54 – 0.86 eV, Table 1). The corre-
spondence between Ea and Eonset corroborates that thermal and 
photo-induced charge carrier generation use the same intra-
gap states in BHJ layers and have the same minimal energy for 
charge generation. The energies found in these two completely 
independent experiments are much less than g

effE  and indicate 
that charge generation occurs via intra-gap states.

To better identify the origin of these intra-gap states in BHJs, 
the EQE spectra of donor-only and acceptor-only devices were 
recorded. All donor-only diodes show a distinct sub-bandgap 
feature below the exponential band edge similar to the BHJs, 
and their low-energy onsets range from 0.73 eV (for PTB7-Th) 
to 1.01 eV (for PM7). These onsets do not scale proportional to 
the optical bandgaps of the donors, thereby suggesting that the 
shape of the density of states (DOS) at the band edges varies 
considerably among the different donors. For the acceptor-only 
spectra, the non-fullerene acceptors (NFAs) Y6 and IEICO-4F 
show no clear evidence of sub-bandgap transitions below their 
exponential band edges, while for the fullerene acceptor PCBM 
a broad sub-bandgap EQE signal appears. Thus, the low-energy 
signals observed in the EQE spectra of BHJs comprising either 
Y6 or IEICO-4F (Figure 4a) likely originate from intra-gap states 
in the donor phase.

3. Conclusion

In this work, we have identified the origin of reverse dark cur-
rent (Jd) in optimized organic BHJ photodiodes. By measuring 
Jd as function of temperature and of donor-acceptor ratio, we 
show that Jd is dominated by thermal generation of charge 
carriers via intra-gap states in the BHJ. The existence of the 
intra-gap states is confirmed by the appearance of low-energy 
signals in sub-bandgap photocurrent spectra. The close cor-
respondence of the thermal activation energy of the reverse 
dark current, Ea, and the low-energy onset of photocurrent, 

Eonset, indicates that the lowest energies for thermal and optical 
charge generation are the same in these blends. Surprisingly, Ea 
and Eonset are also similar to qVOC, the energy that measures the 
quasi-Fermi levels for holes and electrons in the DOS  under 
illumination. Figure  5 shows a schematic band diagram and 
DOS for the BHJs that emerges from these results. The intra-
gap states involved in dark current generation correspond to the 
dark areas in Figure 5 positioned within the effective bandgap. 
The arrow indicates how thermal and optical charge genera-
tion share the same excitation energies. As suggested by the 
sub-bandgap EQE spectra of donor- and acceptor-only diodes 
(Figure 4b,c), the density of intra-gap states differs considerably 
among the materials studied and is lowest for the two NFAs.

Because thermal charge generation via intra-gap states has 
been identified as the main origin of Jd in optimized OPD 
configurations, a further reduction of Jd requires reducing the 
density of intra-gap states or moving their energies closer to 
the band edges by improved molecular engineering of organic 
semiconductor materials. Because the two NFAs studied 
appear almost devoid of intra-gap states, improvements in the 
donor materials seem the most effective approach here. This 
is particularly crucial for achieving high-performance OPDs 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2209598

Figure 4. EQE spectra. a) For BHJ layers. b) For donor-only layers. c) For acceptor-only layers. Spectra shown in panel a) were recorded for semi-
transparent devices and in panels b,c) for non-transparent devices. All spectra share the same vertical axis.

Figure 5. Intra-gap states with energies positioned between the exponen-
tial band edges of the HOMO and LUMO are shown as dark gray shad-
owed areas. The gray single arrow denotes how thermal generation (Ea) 
and photon excitation (Eonset) of charge carriers via intra-gap states can 
occur. Note that among the acceptors studied, IEICO-4F and Y6 appear 
almost devoid of intra-gap states compared to PCBM (Figure 4c).
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that operate in the near-infrared, where the effective bandgap is 
intrinsically small.

4. Experimental Section
Materials and Device Fabrication: Details of materials and device 

fabrication are provided in the Supporting Information.
Device Characterization: The UPS measurements were performed with 

the VG EscaLab II system under a base pressure of 10−8 Pa. The He–I 
radiation of 21.22 eV and a bias of −6 V were used during measurement. 
Temperature dependent J−V characteristics were measured in a cryostat 
under vacuum (10−4  mbar) and temperature was controlled by a Lake 
Shore 336 temperature controller. A LabView code was used to program 
temperature and source meter (Keithley 2636A). J−V characteristics 
were measured with voltage steps of 1 mV. Current density at different 
temperatures was recorded under a certain voltage bias for 5  min 
and an average value of the last minute was defined as the current 
density. The setup for sub-bandgap EQE spectroscopy measurement 
consisted of a tungsten-halogen lamp (250 W), a chopper (Oriel 3502), 
a monochromator (Oriel, Cornerstone 260), a preamplifier (Stanford 
Research Systems SR570), and a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research 
SR830). A series of long pass filters with increasing cut-on wavelengths 
was placed between the lamp and monochromator to remove stray 
light during the measurement. The monochromatic light is then passed 
through a concave cylindrical lens, to focus the light and increase the 
intensity on the active area of the device. Reference Si and InGaAs 
photodiodes were used to calibrate the incident light intensity. The 
noise measurement setup is integrated in a metal enclosure to shield 
from electromagnetic interference. A battery-powered current to voltage 
conversion readout circuit is developed with off-the-shelf components. 
The diodes were connected to a trans-impedance amplifier (TIA) 
implemented with an operational amplifier (Analog Devices ADA4530). 
An adjustable DC voltage source was applied to the non-inverting 
terminal of the TIA to modify the bias of device. The output of the TIA 
was fed to an active bandpass amplifier (implemented with the Analog 
Devices AD8065) and read out by a dynamic signal analyzer (HP35670A).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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